On-site French Language & Culture
Training Programs for Businesses

Jean-Christophe Barré is extremely professional, dependable
and ensured above all that the learning experience was
enjoyable. He was flexible with our schedule and customized
our training to be relevant for our industry. Learning from a
native speaker also gave us a great advantage.”
Neil A. Bergeron, Head of engineering and facilities, | Lonza

My name is Jean-Christophe Barré and I
was born and raised in Normandy, France.
I am the Founder, Managing Director, and
Principal instructor of Active French School,
an independent school located in Kittery,
Maine. Active French School has been
providing classes, tutoring, organized events,
and training programs for companies and
organizations for the past ten years around
the Seacoast area.

Providing a French training
program for your staff is an
investment in your company’s
relevance and ability to compete
in the global economy.

Learn the Language and Culture of France
Active French School (AFS) provides a unique and effective on-site French Training Program for
corporations and professional organizations. With our special on-site training, AFS delivers customized
programs to meet the specific needs of each organization.
Our first goal is to train employees and individuals to speak French and to
use the language effectively in a professional environment. Additionally,
the AFS French Training Program provides a unique and dynamic
opportunity for students to effectively acquire the French language or to
reinforce their existing French language skills. Your employees or members
will benefit from the ability to speak French in the workplace, with their
customers or whenever they travel to French speaking countries.

Active French School’s French Training Program
is designed to:

Jean-Christophe is patient, positive, flexible and happy to give
us situational training. He teaches us useful phrases for daily life
and also follows a good discipline of mixed media (books, audio,
conversation) to reinforce learning.

• Adapt to your industry, keeping materials
relevant to your audience

• Engage students in the language learning
process so they learn quickly and effectively
• Emphasize the use of French in real situations,
and include elements of French culture and
current events

• Make learning fun, informative and enjoyable

Brian Dufresne
Strategic Sourcing Manager | AEC, Inc.

www.activefrenchschool.com

active
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603 828 4364
To find out more go to
www.activefrenchschool.com

Classes | Tutoring | Workshops | Events

“The Active French School training program is probably the
best class I have taken. I enjoy it and I am learning a lot.
It impacts my work almost everyday and supports a good
relationship with our customers.”
Deena D. Waldrop
Sr. Director, Leap Program Management | AEC, Inc.

